Intramedullary connections of the gastric region in the solitary nucleus: a biocytin histochemical tracing study in the rat.
The local circuit neurons in the solitary nucleus that form part of a gastro-gastric vago-vagal reflex were examined using a biocytin/avidin-peroxidase histochemical tracing method in the male Long-Evans rat. Iontophoretic deposits of very small amounts of biocytin were made into the ventral commissural nucleus of the solitary tract (vcNTS) where the excitatory neuronal response to antral distension was recorded. The tracing study revealed substantial axonal projections from the vcNTS to the immediately subjacent dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (DMN) as well as the parvocellular reticular formation (pcRF). Some axons also appeared to terminate on neurons of the nucleus retroambiguus (nRAm) in the same coronal plane as the injection site. Labeled NTS neurons in the immediate area of the injection site revealed a clear horizontally-oriented pattern of dendrites, some of which extended from the midline to the solitary tract. Some of these dendrites could be found within the walls of arterioles, the central canal or in the area postrema. This finding suggests that vcNTS neurons activated by antral inflation are probably influenced by a number of other neural and chemical afferent signals.